Worldcue® Companion
Operate Globally with Confidence
Access to critical operational intelligence and threat exposure is now easier than
ever across all your devices.

WORLDCUE COMPANION ENABLES YOU TO MONITOR AND QUICKLY
COMMUNICATE WITH PEOPLE WHO MAY BE IMPACTED BY AN EVENT.
Prepare, Monitor, Respond
At-a-glance threat Alerts and potential impact count:
quickly identify the potential impact of threats to your
organization, including who may be at risk
Dynamic Intelligence, on the go: view location-specific
alerts, destination intelligence and security ratings for
hundreds of cities and countries around the world
Identify Potential Exposure by Destination: quickly view
list of people by location (country or city) alongside active
Alerts and destination intelligence to make betterinformed decisions
Full Itinerary and Assignment Details: quickly assess a
threat’s impact on your people’s air, hotel, rail or car plans, including those on expat assignment
Easy Access to Contact Information: get up-to-date contact information for any person in the event of an
emergency
Communicate with People At Risk: in one tap, prepare an email to an individual or a group of people potentially
impacted by threats
One-tap report downloads: promptly communicate the level of impact to stakeholders within your organization
AXA Assistance Medical Provider Search*: expedite the search for the closest and most appropriate AXA
Assistance medical providers during an emergency situation
Access to your organization's Hotline Phone Number**: one-tap connects you with iJET’s Global Integrated
Operations Center team to quickly triage calls from your people around the globe and ensure they get the
assistance they need for any travel, security or medical issues
* Available only to mutual AXA-iJET customers
**Hotline access available as part of Worldcue®24 or Worldcue® Mobile TRAVELER Hotline subscription.

Our mission is to increase our clients’ confidence and readiness to
operate globally and securely. Each day, our insights protect the
personnel, assets, and investments of those we serve.
CONTACT US for more information at info@ijet.com.
185 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Annapolis, MD 21401 USA
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